OG&E offers a variety of LED solutions from the industry leaders in security lights, street lights and decorative lighting – a selection that offers safety, security & convenience.

Our dedicated experts can help proactively manage your LED lighting maintenance and provide reporting capabilities such as cycle times, live auditing and many other benefits. These cost-effective LED lighting solutions will save you money. Call us today to discuss the options outlined in this brochure: 800-272-9741.
OG&E offers a variety of LED solutions from the industry leaders in security lights, street lights and decorative lighting – a selection that offers safety, security & convenience.

Our dedicated experts can help proactively manage your LED lighting maintenance and provide reporting capabilities such as cycle times, live auditing and many other benefits. These cost-effective LED lighting solutions will save you money. Call us today to discuss the options outlined in this brochure: 800-272-9741.
**COOPER GAN GALLEON LED**

We offer two options of the Cooper Galleon™ LED luminaire. Each one delivers exceptional performance in a highly scalable, low-profile design. Patented, high-efficiency AccuLED Optics™ system provides uniform and energy conscious illumination to walkways, parking lots, roadways, building areas and security lighting applications.

**COOPER UFLD-S SMALL UTILITY FLOOD**

Combining value and performance in a compact, robust design, the Cooper UFLD-S low wattage LED floodlight luminaire delivers superior uniformity and excellent illumination. The rugged, die-cast housing is IP66 rated for exceptional durability and long-term reliability. Available in several mounting configurations and weighing less than 14 pounds, this fixture provides design flexibility while simplifying installation. The UFLD-S Floodlight is pole mounted, making it ideal for all commercial, industrial, and residential low wattage floodlighting applications.

**ACUITY AMERICAN COMPACT LED FLOODLIGHT**

The ACP LED is a sustainable solution for floodlighting applications with energy savings exceeding 60% and expected service life over 20 years. By combining the robust mechanical design features with the optical expertise and permanence of glass, this luminaire is designed to excel at meeting the challenges associated with flooding.

**GE EVOLVE™ LED FLOOD MEDIUM LUMEN EFM1**

The GE Evolve™ LED Medium Output Flood Light is a mid-lumen solution to efficiently illuminate building façade, flag poles, billboard signage and many more traditional flood applications. Designed to replace up to 250W HPS and 250-400W Metal Halide flood lights, the EFM1 provides significant operating cost benefits over the life of each fixture with reduced energy consumption and a long rated life that virtually eliminates ongoing maintenance expenses.
PARKING & SECURITY LIGHTS
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We offer two options of the Cooper Galleon™ LED luminaire. Each one delivers exceptional performance in a highly scalable, low-profile design. Patented, high-efficiency AccuLED Optics™ system provides uniform and energy conscious illumination to walkways, parking lots, roadways, building areas and security lighting applications.
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ACUITY AMERICAN COMPACT LED FLOODLIGHT

The ACP LED is a sustainable solution for floodlighting applications with energy savings exceeding 60% and expected service life over 20 years. By combining the robust mechanical design features with the optical expertise and permanence of glass, this luminaire is designed to excel at meeting the challenges associated with flooding.

GE EVOLVE™ LED FLOOD MEDIUM LUMEN EFM1
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Combining value and performance in a compact, robust design, the Cooper UFLD-S low wattage LED floodlight luminaire delivers superior uniformity and excellent illumination. The rugged, die-cast housing is IP66 rated for exceptional durability and long-term reliability. Available in several mounting configurations and weighing less than 14 pounds, this fixture provides design flexibility while simplifying installation. The UFLD-S Floodlight is pole mounted, making it ideal for all commercial, industrial, and residential low wattage floodlighting applications.

COOPER UFLD-L LARGE UTILITY FLOOD

The UFLD-L Large Utility Flood luminaire combines high-efficiency optics, superior thermal management and energy efficiency in a cost effective solution. The rugged, robust design incorporates a separate driver compartment for maximum heat dissipation to insure longevity of both the fixture and the LEDs.

GE EVOLVE™ LED FLOOD HIGH LUMEN EFH1

The GE Evolve™ LED High Output Flood Light is our brightest solution to efficiently illuminate building façade, flag poles, billboard signage and many more traditional flood applications. Designed to replace 250W-400W HPS and 400W-1000W Metal Halide flood lights, the EFH1 provides significant operating cost benefits over the life of each fixture with reduced energy consumption and a long rated life that virtually eliminates ongoing maintenance expenses.

Style: Flood
Watts: 145
Lumens: 19943
Manufacturer: Cooper
OG&E Stock # 1082428

Style: Flood
Watts: 371
Lumens: 48028
Manufacturer: Cooper
OG&E Stock # 1082429

Style: Flood
Watts: 297
Lumens: 37800
Manufacturer: GE
OG&E Stock # 1082429
Combining value and performance in a compact, robust design, the Cooper UFLD-S low wattage LED floodlight luminaire delivers superior uniformity and excellent illumination. The rugged, die-cast housing is IP66 rated for exceptional durability and long-term reliability. Available in several mounting configurations and weighing less than 14 pounds, this fixture provides design flexibility while simplifying installation. The UFLD-S Floodlight is pole mounted, making it ideal for all commercial, industrial, and residential low wattage floodlighting applications.

**COOPER UFLD-L UTILITY FLOOD**

The UFLD-L Large Utility Flood luminaire combines high-efficiency optics, superior thermal management and energy efficiency in a cost effective solution. The rugged, robust design incorporates a separate driver compartment for maximum heat dissipation to insure longevity of both the fixture and the LEDs.

| Style: Flood | Watts: 145 | Lumens: 19943 | Manufacturer: Cooper | OG&E Stock #: 1082428 |
| Style: Flood | Watts: 371 | Lumens: 48028 | Manufacturer: Cooper | OG&E Stock #: 1082429 |
| Style: Flood | Watts: 297 | Lumens: 37800 | Manufacturer: GE | OG&E Stock #: 1082429 |

**GE EVOLVE™ LED FLOOD HIGH LUMEN EFH1**

The GE Evolve™ LED High Output Flood Light is our brightest solution to efficiently illuminate building façade, flag poles, billboard signage and many more traditional flood applications. Designed to replace 250W-400W HPS and 400W-1000W Metal Halide flood lights, the EFH1 provides significant operating cost benefits over the life of each fixture with reduced energy consumption and a long rated life that virtually eliminates ongoing maintenance expenses.
ACUITY AMERICAN REVOLUTION
FULL CUTTOFF LED SERIES 247CL

The 247L’s light engine offers excellent optical control and heat dissipation to give you a beautiful, efficient lighting source while preserving the life of the components. The surge protection device provides protection against electrical disturbances and the optional solid-state lighting photo control offers additional control to increase energy savings.

ACUITY CONTEMPORARY
LED SERIES 245L WHITE

The 245’s light engine offers excellent optical control and heat dissipation to give you a beautiful, efficient lighting source while preserving the life of the components. The surge protection device and optional solid-state lighting photo control provide protection against electrical disturbances (such as lightning).

ACUITY CONTEMPORARY
LED SERIES 245L BLACK

The 245’s light engine offers excellent optical control and heat dissipation to give you a beautiful, efficient lighting source while preserving the life of the components. The surge protection device and optional solid-state lighting photo control provide protection against electrical disturbances (such as lightning).

STREET & AREA LIGHTS

Style: Post Top Coach
Watts: 46
Lumens: 5280
Manufacturer: Acuity
OG&E Stock #: 1082536

Style: Post Top Contemporary
Watts: 46
Lumens: 5280
Manufacturer: Acuity
OG&E Stock #: 1082537

Style: Post Top Contemporary
Watts: 72
Lumens: 4943
Manufacturer: Acuity
OG&E Stock #: 1082518

Style: Post Top Contemporary
Watts: 72
Lumens: 4943
Manufacturer: Acuity
OG&E Stock #: 1082517

Style: Post Top Contemporary
Watts: 72
Lumens: 4943
Manufacturer: Acuity
OG&E Stock #: 1082518
ACUITY AMERICAN REVOLUTION
FULL CUTTOFF LED SERIES 247CL

The 247L’s light engine offers excellent optical control and heat dissipation to give you a beautiful, efficient lighting source while preserving the life of the components. The surge protection device provides protection against electrical disturbances and the optional solid-state lighting photo control offers additional control to increase energy savings.

ACUITY CONTEMPORARY
LED SERIES 245L WHITE

The 245’s light engine offers excellent optical control and heat dissipation to give you a beautiful, efficient lighting source while preserving the life of the components. The surge protection device and optional solid-state lighting photo control provide protection against electrical disturbances (such as lightning).

STREET & AREA LIGHTS

Style: Post Top Coach
Watts: 46
Lumens: 5880
Manufacturer: Acuity
OG&E Stock #: 1082516

Style: Post Top Contemporary
Watts: 72
Lumens: 4943
Manufacturer: Acuity
OG&E Stock #: 1082517

ACUITY CONTEMPORARY
LED SERIES 245L BLACK

The 245’s light engine offers excellent optical control and heat dissipation to give you a beautiful, efficient lighting source while preserving the life of the components. The surge protection device and optional solid-state lighting photo control provide protection against electrical disturbances (such as lightning).
BRISTOL

Bristol is ideal for residential developments, main street revitalizations and almost any outdoor application. Pelco’s Bristol Lighting Series is functional and attractive.

KING LUMINAIRE

The K424 Traditional Acorn offers an updated version of the traditional globe with efficient optical performance, careful engineering and incredibly easy maintenance characteristics, without compromising the historical authenticity of the product’s appearance.

TEARDROP LED II

WITH FIXTURE, ARM & POLE TOP

Style: Bristol
Watts: 50
Lumens: 6275
Manufacturer: Pelco
OG&E Stock # 1083784 & 1083785

Style: Post Top King
Watts: 60
Lumens: 5391
Manufacturer: Leotek
OG&E Stock # 1082734
BRISTOL

Bristol is ideal for residential developments, main street revitalizations and almost any outdoor application. Pelco’s Bristol Lighting Series is functional and attractive.

KING LUMINAIRE

The K424 Traditional Acorn offers an updated version of the traditional globe with efficient optical performance, careful engineering and incredibly easy maintenance characteristics, without compromising the historical authenticity of the product’s appearance.

STREET & RESIDENTIAL

Style: Bristol
Watts: 50
Lumens: 6075
Manufacturer: Pelco
OG&E Stock # 1083784 & 1083785

Style: Post Top King
Watts: 60
Lumens: 5591
Manufacturer: Leotek
OG&E Stock # 1082734

TEARDROP LED II
WITH FIXTURE, ARM & POLE TOP
ATBS SILVER

The Autobahn ATBS cobra head uses breakthrough LEDs and precision-engineered optics to provide exceptional illumination while also saving energy. Plus, it works seamlessly with the Acuity Brands ROAM® system to maximize energy and maintenance savings through enhanced monitoring and control functions.

VERDEON LUMINAIRE

The Verdeon LED roadway luminaire is now available with low initial cost and superior energy savings. The Verdeon luminaire provides warm, white light, superior color rendering and uniform illumination of the roadway surface. With simple, rugged construction, installer-friendly features, and a classic curved form, the Verdeon luminaire delivers superior performance and unbeatable economics.

WATCH LIGHT

For security areas, storage yards, loading areas, receiving areas, rural residences. The Watch Light provides an advanced LED security lighting product available at an affordable price.

ATBM SILVER

The Autobahn ATBM cobra head uses breakthrough LEDs and precision-engineered optics to provide exceptional illumination while also saving 60% energy over HID alternatives. Reduce maintenance and improve visibility with crisp white light. Works seamlessly with the advanced wireless controls to maximize energy and maintenance savings through enhanced monitoring and control functions.

HOLOPHANE

The Memphis Teardrop LED II luminaire is styled to replicate the “teardrop” luminaires that lighted boulevards in the first half of this century. Designed for light control and ease of installation and maintenance, the Teardrop LED II has a precision optical system for true street lighting performance.
LED LIGHTING GUIDE

ATBS SILVER
The Autobahn ATBS cobra head uses breakthrough LEDs and precision-engineered optics to provide exceptional illumination while also saving energy. Plus, it works seamlessly with the Acuity Brands ROAM® system to maximize energy and maintenance savings through enhanced monitoring and control functions.

ATBM SILVER
The Autobahn ATBM cobra head uses breakthrough LEDs and precision-engineered optics to provide exceptional illumination while also saving 60% energy over HID alternatives. Reduce maintenance and improve visibility with crisp white light. Works seamlessly with the advanced wireless controls to maximize energy and maintenance savings through enhanced monitoring and control functions.

VERDEON LUMINAIRE
The Verdeon LED roadway luminaire is now available with low initial cost and superior energy savings. The Verdeon luminaire provides warm, white light, superior color rendering and uniform illumination of the roadway surface. With simple, rugged construction, installer-friendly features, and a classic curved form, the Verdeon luminaire delivers superior performance and unbeatable economics.

WATCH LIGHT
For security areas, storage yards, loading areas, receiving areas, rural residences. The Watch Light provides an advanced LED security lighting product available at an affordable price.

HOLOPHANE
The Memphis Teardrop LED II luminaire is styled to replicate the “teardrop” luminaires that lighted boulevards in the first half of this century. Designed for light control and ease of installation and maintenance, the Teardrop LED II has a precision optical system for true street lighting performance.
For more information, visit OGE.com or contact our Call Center at 800-272-9741.